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What future do I see for Africa in 70 years?
A stable, democratic, and prosperous Africa!
Africa that is united– economically and politically (‘United 

States of Africa?’)
Where Dynasties of poverty are broken, and extreme 

inequality is history
Where at least 80 percent of its population have conquered 

Maslow’s basic needs
Major supplier of global labour force; and FOOD
Where most of the UNDHR and its conventions have been met
Africa that is a powerful geo-political power – able to engage 

the world as a strong partner
From aid dependency to business partnerships
An Africa with ‘Entrepreneurial Policymakers’
An Africa that is Ready to “Claim the 21st Century”!



YES: Relative to its past and compared to other 
regions--- fastest growing continent?
Huge untapped ‘growth reserves’ with risk-
adjusted returns very high in many areas
Peace has largely returned; democracy on the rise
Disease on the decline; life expectancy rising
School enrolments rising; Poverty indices 
declining; etc:
CAVEAT:

Data on African economies really poor.
Africa is a ‘region’ or ‘Continent’ and not a country– with 
about 53 countries
SSA about the size of Belgium in economic terms or about 
2% of global GDP.



‘Rapid Growth’ largely due to capacity utilization and 
primary commodity boom (low TFP)
Still the poorest continent, with dynasties of poverty
Paradox of under-capitalization and de-capitalization 
(low savings- investment)
Still has 18 out of 30 ‘red alert’ failed states: terrorism and 
kidnapping rising?
Poor education, and huge unemployable youths (with 
HIGH effective labour wage)
Natural resource curse and creeping destructive rentier 
culture
Demographic dividend or time bomb of joblessness ---
delayed demographic transition; high urbanization rate
Structural Traps: no transformation/diversification (‘new 
economy’ largely non-exportable services)
Manufacturing largely at infancy: de-industrialization?



Artificial borders, small size as binding constraint 
to sustained growth: low economies of scale
Correlations of perceptions of risk – low FDI
Huge infrastructure deficit: Cost of Doing Business 
very high
Corruption and still poor governance (see global 
rankings) 
Climate change and threat to mainstay of most 
economies – agriculture!
China and India as new ‘low cost producers’ and 
competitors
EU- ACP Economic Partnership Agreement as new 
‘Scramble for Africa’ or 21st century colonialism



Bipolar world of socialism vs capitalism  has given way to 
‘unipolar’ world
Debate largely about variants of ‘market economy’– how 
‘active’ should the state be?
Rapidly globalizing market economy is inherently crisis-prone
Global institutions to ensure a ‘rule-based’ world, and 
coordinate actions for ‘win-win’ global public goods present 
opportunities and threats
Global institutions (UN; Bretton Woods; WTO; Basle on 
Financial system; etc) all seek to impose ‘common’ standards: 
even GOALS and INSTRUMENTS!
See for example: Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
together with various UN conventions; Washington 
Consensus and its variants; various Basle Standards for the 
financial system including the IFRS; etc.
National and Global Capital markets impose stringent 
discipline and bind the behaviour of States



Africa Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) as attempt 
by AU/NEPAD to impose common standards of 
governance and economic management
Currently, Africa is negotiating EPA with Europe 
and most are being coerced against their wish and 
interest to ‘sign’--- thus tying their hands 
permanently on a wide-range of development 
issues-----
Given that African countries are signatories to 
these various universal conventions, agreements, 
standards, etc, which dictate universal standards 
and enforce compliance, does Africa have the 
policy space to make discretionary choices in terms 
of how it imagines its future?



Asymmetry of globalization? Productive assets are 
mobile while States must ensure prosperity of trapped 
populations within their borders
Each State strategically takes advantage of the global 
system or subverts same to maximize its gains
Recall China vs Washington consensus on ‘competitive 
exchange rate for export-led industrialization’--- now 
Washington wants China to revalue its currency----
WoW!
Cooperation and competition rule the world
Thus, modelling the future is an exercise in continuous 
discovery --- rooted in strategic self- interest!



Hardly any two countries are the same, and yet, 
Africa’s future depends on its capacity for collective 
action.
As individual nation states, the future will be a bumpy, 
albeit unsustainable, one.
Strategically, the future depends on how Africa 
exploits its comparative advantages and competitively 
diversifies in a global system that is in a continuous 
state of flux
Analytically, alternative models exist:

Backward looking models vs models with perfect foresight---
where agents are rational and have perfect information
Philosophical idealism/universalism (mainstream) vs 
Dialectical materialism (heterodoxy)

Under Heterodoxy, history matters and path dependence is real 
(you can’t copy from each other; each experience is unique, and 
‘global best practices’ are non-sequitur!). 



Thesis: The quest for methodological purity– in terms 
of the extremes– is NOT useful– it merely satisfies our 
intellectual/academic curiosity but of little policy 
content.
Reality is somewhere in the MIDDLE --- thus pointing 
to methodological ECLECTICISM or Pragmatism
Basic laws of demand and supply operate in all 
societies…Economic agents respond to incentives and 
sanctions. Thus institutions matter! But cultures and 
institution evolve and change– not immutable!
While useful lessons can emerge from ‘micro-level’
understanding of specific historical contexts and 
experiences, Africa’s aggregate future lies in the 
MACRO contextualizations and actions.
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